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The aim of the research we h'1vecarried out is to assess the role
of the syllable In the processing of speech In the very young In-
fant. We used three kinds of stimuli: syllabic, non-syllabic and
syllabic-synthetic sequences. These were presented to infants
who were less than 2 months old in an habituation-dishabituation
paradigm. Results indicate that the syllable-like stimuli are dis-
criminated better than the non-syllable-like stimuli even though
the physical change from the habituation to the dishabituation
stimuli was always the same. We Interpret our results as favor-
ing a view according to which the syllable is the natural unit of
speech segmentation and processing.
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One of the main purposes of developmental speech perception is to discover
acoustic invariants for processing units. Such a quest has proven to be a
rather difficult one. To a large extent, the study of speech is special in that
speakers can also act as listeners and vice versa. This has led some theorists
to assume that units of production and reception are corresponding entities
(see Halle & Stevens, '1964; Liberman, 1967, for a defense of analysis by
synthesis and the motor theory of speech perception respectively). How-
ever, whether theorists believe in the articulatory nature of units of speech
perception or whe~her they believe in the acoustic nature of such segments,
all of them are engaged in a search for units that will provide the greatest
descriptive and explanatory range. But as R. Jakobson (1976) has made
clear in the epigram above, the quest for units is often a matter of arbitrary
assignment.

Attempts to characterize the invariant segments responsible for the
perception of speech sounds regardless of context have run into rather
serious problems. Thus, the phoneme segment, on which most of acoustic
phonetics has concentrated, remains very difficult to describe in terms of
physicai invariants. Some of the major difficulties encountered in trying to
describe the acoustic invariance of the phoneme have been reviewed by
Liberman (1970), Studdert-Kennedy (1979), Mermelstein (1978), etc. Al-
though such problems may be quite normal in work in this relatively new
field, it still would appear fair to claim that its investigators have failed in .
their attempt to describe a viable mechanism for segmenting the speech signal
into phonemes. Some researchers, moreover, have gone as far as to ques-
tion whether such a segmenting mechanism is even necessary in understand-
ing the way in which language users normally process the speech signal.
Studdert-Kennedy (1979) maintains:

. . . . My inclination is to' suppose that the preliminary auditory segmentation (if

any) is syllabic rather than phonemic and that within-syllable segmentation may

often be synonymous with classification. (p. 63)

Though some rather more complex ways of segmenting the speech signal are
currently under consideration among acoustic phoneticians, the issues in
developmental psycholinguistics are somewhat special in that the only pro-
posal that has been fully developed on the infant's disposition for speech is
one based upon the phoneme. In fact, Eimas' (1975) hypothesis claims that
infants come equipped with a set of innate feature detectors that insure the
contrast between, say, Ibl and Ipl as well as that distinguishing Idl from
It I or Igl from Ik/. The general hypothesis according to which infants
possess feature detectors for all possible sounds in natural language has two
advantages over all other formulations; namely, it captures both the
specificity of language and the existence of a putative speech mode. In fact,
the advantage of Eimas' hypothesis resides both in the fact that it is capable
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of giving a natural account of the above-mentioned points and in the fact
that it has triggered some of the more interesting investigations into infants'
dispositions for speech perception. Unfortunately,. the data collected over
the last few years does not appear to lend much support to the feature detec-
tor hypothesis. Thus, CUlling and Rosner (1974) have shown that infants
treat speech and non-speech sounds (having the relevant underlying acoustic
similarity) in much the same fashion. Similar findings with adults as well as
with infants have been reported by Miller et al. (1976), Pisoni and Lazarus
(1974), Mehler and Bertoncini (1979) and others. Along a different line of
evidence, the notion that the adaptation studies of Eimas and Corbit (1978)
favor a detector interpretation has recently been challenged by Bailey (1975)
and by Simon and Studdert-Kennedy (1978). Thus, given the lack of an em-
pirical sub-stratum of feature detectors, we may go even further and ask
whether it is likely that adults segment the continuous now of speech into

. phonemes or parts of phonemes.
On the basis of the evidence reviewed above, we will formulate a devel-

opmental speech hypothesis that, though seemingly promising, has not yet
been empirically grounded.

We consider continuous speech as being processed in segments or
chunks of a few hundred milliseconds each. Such segmentation helps to dis-
charge some of the memory load that might otherwise ensue. The delimita- .
tion of the chunks may be obtained by operating upon the maxima and
minima in the wave envelope of the speech now signal. This segmentation
procedure results in chunks which contain consonantal and vocalic infor-
mation. If subjects do indeed segment in this way, they should arrive at
something close to the consonant-vowels (CV's) of speech. S\lch segments
or chunks could conceivably function as inputs to fixed templates, much as
the logogen in Morton's lexical access mo<JeI, where such logogens are
associated with acoustic input signals. Thus, CV units are the potential
syllables of any natural language. Infants construct templates for (he CV's
as well as for the V's in their language. Furthermore, they must undoubted-
ly employ procedures that, of course, need not imply decomposition, which
allow them to distinguish whether a sound differs sufficiently from that
already coded in an existing template to warrant a new template that
matches it. We will not speculate here on the nature of the processing, since
we are not currently in possession of enough information. What we can say
is that, if infants behave as we have suggested above, they come rather close
to dividing the speech signal into units close to the syllables of language.
This, of course, raises the possibility that instead of learning a few
phonemes before learning their language, children may be faced with the
task of learning a great number o(syllabic templates. But psycholinguists
invariably prefer the more economical model and this may be seen as a cri-
tique of the hypothesis being presented. It should be noted. however, that
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although in semantics and lexicology the initial temptation is also to search
for primitives, the success in doing so has been very limited. There is no
reason, therefore, for us to expect such primitives to be simpler in phonol-
ogy. (For a recent overall view of compositional models, see Fodor's (1975)
Language of Thought and his arguments against definitions contained
therein.)

In order to test the speculative hypotheses above, we ran the experi-
ment that will be described in greater detail below and that was to show
whether infants, in fact, do process speech in the ways we have indicated.
Although if is difficult to imagine a direct test of their segmenting ability,
testing the usage and exploitation by infants of the regularities entailed by
syllables is easily conceivable.

In all natural language, the alternation between consonant and vowel is
an essential part of their underlying structure (see Chomsky & Halle, 1968;
Newman, 1952; Menzerath, 1950). All natural languages have words that
basically respect an alternation between consonant and vowel. There are
very rare examples of three-phoneme words wit~ a consonant-consonant-
consonant (Ccq structure. Thus there must be some constraint on alterna-
tion that allows a given amount of distortion from consonant-vowel-conso-
nant (CYC), but not too much. Given this regularity, we conceived of test-
ing a child first with either c.YxC, or C.CxC, syllabic or non-syllabic
sequences, respectively, and then testing his or her discrimination with
stimuli that are constituted by the same sounds in a different order, namely
C.vxC, or C.Cxc.. respectively. In both cases the physical change in the
sequence was exactly the same. For adults, however, a change in the order
of consonants in a CYC results in an entirely different acoustic image, while
an equivalent change in CCC's is far less obvious. In a subsidiary experi-
ment, 10 adult subjects were required to discriminate the same stimuli as
those used with the infants. They were supposed to respond "same" or
"different" after each pair of stimuli they heard. Although the difference
between the response times to CVC and CCC does not reach significan~e,
there is a tendency in all 5s to respond "different" correctly f:tster to CVC
stimuli than to CCC (367 msec and 394 msec respectively). Almost all the
errors occurred in response to CCC stimuli. If acoustic contrasts are more
salient in CVC's than in CCC's, then we can predict that infants should
discriminate syllabic-like stimuli better than non-syllabic ones. Nonetheless,
even if the 'results we predicted could be obtained, the interpretation would
remain slightly unclear because it could be that a CVC is intrinsically, and
for acoustic reasons, far more discriminable than an equivalent CCc. Our
prediction, however, was that if a CCC sequence was placed in a vocalic
context, for instance, VC.CxC.v, the stimulus of the sequence should
b.ecome enlirely discriminable. This is because the segmenting device can
now split Ihe consonant cluster into a vowel with one, or at most, two
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consonants attached. Natural languages offer many examples of such con-
sonant clusters thaI do not produce major difficulties for the speech percep-
tion device. Therefore, infants who are unable to discriminate a CCC
sequence should, on the other hand, demonstrate some discrimination for
the VCCCV sequence.

EXPERIMENT

In a pilot study, we tested infants in an habituation-like paradigm using a
non-nutritive sucking technique. Twenty infants under six weeks of age
were divided into two equal groupS. One group received a CVC type stimulus
(rak/kar) while the other a CCC stimulus (s~flf~s). The rate of presentation
of the stimuli was determined by the infants' sucking rate. For both groupS,
the stimuli were changed by permuting the initial and, final consonants:
OVxCz/CZVXCI, O'CxCz' /Cz'CxO'. The change in stimulus occurred
when the habituation criterion was reached (2 successivedrops of 20070in
sucking rate). Discrimination between the two stimuli was inferred when
dishabituation was clearly indicated by a strong increase in sucking rate. In
the first group (CVC) 7 out of 10 subjects showed a recovery of at least 15070
in the response rate, while only 2 subjects in the second group (CCC)
reacted to the change in stimuli. The stimuli in this pilot experiment were
direct analogic recordings of a native French speaker pronouncing the
syllabic and non-syllabic sequences. In order to control overall acoustic
parameters such as length and amplitude, computer normalized stimuli
were used in the experiment reported here.

Method

Subjects. All of the.subjects tested in this experiment were recruited at
the outpatients department for newborns at the Port Royal Maternity Clinic
in Paris. They were all full-term, low risk infants who weighed more than
2.5Kg at birth. 90 infants were te.sted, of whom only 50were included in our
experiment. Of the 40 other infants, 16 did not fulfill our habituation
criterion within 12 minutes, 14 went to sleep, 7 refused to suck and 3 cried
during the experiment. The 50 subjects were assigned at random to three
experimental groupS and one control group as follows:

I. CVC
2. CCC
3. VCCCV:.
4. Control:

N = 15;
N = 15;
N = 10;
N = 10;

37.9 days
38.6 days
29.2 days
31.7 days

mean age
mean age
mean age
mean age
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Sllrhree types of stimuli (see ~able I) were used, each presented
to an emtal group. All three types (eVe, eee and veeeV) were
reconstrrom natural sounds which were sampled by the computer
(PDP 16igh rate <32KHz) so as not to disturb the original acoustic
quality, ihaped into an analogic form. Table I shows the structure,
the appre sound, of all the stimuli for all groups. in our experiment.
Of cour phonetic transcription corresponds to the way the native

TABLE1

uatlon and Test Stimuli Used for the Four Groups

French Hranscribed the stimuli used. For the three types of material,
both thaation and test stimuli were identical in length.

Ap~ A biind nipple was attached to a pressure transducer.
w~ich, iwas connected to an integralor. When the integrator attained
a previ<xed threshold, by c.umulating the pressure of each suck, a
tape re(Was switched on and the stimulus was broadcast over a
speaker vicinity of the infant. A counter displayed the number of
sucks mthe infant for each minute.

The three distinct phases to the experiment:

I. ~: The infant's baseline sucking level without any
stimulalion was recorded during the firsl two
minutes.

During the next five minutes, the habituation
stimulus was presented whenever the threshold
was reached. Drops in sucking in Ihis phase were

2. ation:
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not considered as indicating habituation and did
not trigger a change in stimulus. As of the sixth
minute, however, and after two successive drops
of 20070in sucking rate had been recorded, the
change in stimulus took place.

3. Stimulus change: Once the stimulus had been changed, the sucking
rates for the' following three minutes were
recorded. The experiment was terminated at the
end of these three minutes. In the control group,
however, where there was no stimulus change,
the presentation continued for three minutes
after habituation was attained.

RESULTS

Throughout this section we will use the term "dishabituation ratio" or
D. R. to refer to the ratio calculated by subtracting the sucking rate before
the change in stimulus from the one after the change and dividing this by the
rate before the change:

Rate after - Rate before
Rate before

Further~ore, we will consider that only infants whose D. R. is greater than
15070noticed the change in stimulus. This 15070cutoff is used to insure that
the increases in sucking rate were attributa'ble only to the infant's reaction
to stimulus change. In the last minute of the habituati'on phase, the sucking
rate of the control group does not differ significantly from that of any of
the three experimental groups as shown by a student 't' test. Given that this
was the case, only one control group was used throughout the experiment.

Tab~ 2 shows the mean sucking rates for baseline and for the minute
preceding and the minute following the stimulus change for all four groups;
A significant difference belween the sucking rates for the minute preceding
and following the stimulus change was found for all experimental groups,
whereas there is no significant increase in the sucking rate after habituation
for the control group. Table 2 shows also the results obtained through the
'I' tests carried out on these groups.

In Figure I, we compare and contrast the dishabituation ratios for all
four groups. The amount of dishabituation (Group D. R.) for the ece
group (+ 13.5(110)is less dramatic than for the olher two experimental
groups, eve ( + 37.2(110)and veecv ( + 36.8070),and is approximately the

Groul Stimuli

Habituation
I I Test

Phonetic
'ructure Transcription Duration

CVCC,VC, tap 120msec CNC, pat
CCCC,CC, tp 240msec C,CC, PI,

UPIU
VCCQlC,CCN utpu 420 msec VC,CC,V
Contn C,CC, tp C,CC, IP

C,CC, PI C,CC, PI
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TABLE2
Mean Sucking Rates for Baseline, the Minute Preceding

and That Following the Stimulus Change

.p <.05
up < .01

.up (001

same for the control group (+ 16.6070).As in Table 3, we divide the subjects
in each group into two categories, namely, those whose D. R. was greater
than 15070and those whose D. R. was less than 15070.We observe that 12out

of the 15subjects in the eve group show marked dishabituation, while only
6 out of the 15subjects in the eee group display significant dishabituation.
The differences in subject distribution in eve and eee, and in eve and
the control group, are both significant (Fisher's Exact Probability Test,
p < .05), whereas there is no significant difference between eee and the
control group. We.note that there is a strong tendency to dishabituate for
the subjects in the eve group only. In the veeev group, for which we
observed a high D. R. (see Figure I), only 5 out of 10 subjects show a
significant increase in their sucking rates.

In this experiment, results are presented in two ways. One refers to the
change in sucking rate in the minute before and after the-'stimulus change.

TABLE 3
Number of Infants Who Dishabituate (D. R. > 15%),

or Do Not Dishabituate (D. R. < 15%) After the Stimulus Change

Groups
Oishabituating Non-Oishabituating

Infants Infants Total

eve
eec
yeccv
Control

3
9
5
6

15
15
10
10

12
6
5
4

".__ _.4_ _. _0__ ._____.___._
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%1
1
!

FIGURE 1

3D!

2
I

I
I
i
!

101
I
I

,I ~
L._J..,J L

cvc ccc vcccv
D

I-_-gro;jjs -contro

Figure 1. Dishabituation ratios tor all four groups

In the other, subjects are allocated to one of two categories: one containil'P,
infants whose D. R. was greater than 15% and which we took to be those
who might actually be reacting to the change, .md one containing infants
whose D. R. was less than 15070.Scoring all groups in terms of overall D. R.
and by categorizing the number of subjects according to aD. R. of more or
less than 15% has the adv.mtage of allowing us to look at a) overall group

Groups Mean Sucking Rates Student t (OF)
Baseline Before Change After Change

eve 41.9 36.5 50.1 4.82 (14)...
eee 48.3 44.5 50.5 2.47 (14).
veeev 56 45.6 62.4 3.52 (9)u
Control 46.2 37.8 44.1 1.39 (9)
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results and b) distribution of subjects in terms of possible reaction to the
change. This, in turn, allows us to make statements about the generality of
certain forms of behavior. Thus, in the eve group the D. R. is high and the
number of infants who react to the change is great. Furthermore, in the
eee group, as in the control group, the D. R. is low and the number of in-
fants who react to the change is also rather small. In contrast, the veeev
group seems to be different in that a very high D. R. makes it look like a
eve group but a rather small number of subjects reacting to the change
makes it look more like a control group, or a eee group. This can be at-
.tributed either a very high D. R. in a few subjects or aD. R. of just under
15Ofoin many subjects. The results show that the 5 subjectswho reacted to
the stimulus change had a very high D. R., while the D. R. 's of the subjects
who did not react are similar in this veeev group to those in the other
experimental groups.

DISCUSSION

In this study we explore the discrimination abilities of infants tested with
well formed syllables (evC), with impossible syllables (eeC) and with bi-
syllabic sequences (VeeeV) that contain as a subsegment the impossible
syllable. In all the experimental stimuli the critical consonants are the same
throughout, namely Ipl and It/. For all experimental groups the differ-
ence between the habit!-,ation and the 'dishabituation syllables is attained in
the same way: the first and the last consonants are permuted. Thus, the
physical,change is always the same, at least at the level of the individual
phoneme. .If we think of speech perception as the result of the segmentation
of the speech flow into phonemes, then, indeed, the physical change in all
three experiments is the same. However, under the assumption that the con-
tinuous speech flow is generally segmented into syllables, it is reasonable to
predict that a change from pat to tap should result in a different acoustic rep-
resentation, while a phonetically equivalent change from pXt to t~p should,
generally be ignored, since neither is an object for speech processing and
thus probably does not result in different acoustic representations. In par-
ticular, we predicted that 5s in our eve group would discriminate much
better than those in our eee group. Furthermore, we also predicted that 5s
in our veeev group would discriminate the stimuli even thOl:gh the differ-
ence is phonetically identical to that in the eee group. Nonetheless, infants
may be capable of segmenting a veeev into two syllables that can'be used
for the proper representation of acoustic information in the stimuli received.
Notice in this context that, even though natural languages seem to block
lexical entries that are entirely constituted by three occlusive stops (or com-
bination of non-voiced phonemes of which at least two are stops), it is
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possible to find many words in natural languages with phoneme clusters
between two vowels (or vowel and silence), as for instance, the word obst
(~pst) in German and the word abstinence (apstinas) in French.

As reported above, the results show that infants have no problem in
discriminating two syllable's that differ only in the order of the constitutive
phonemes like pal and tap. Such a result was to be expected given the results
reported by Eimas et al. (1971), Morse (1973) and Moffitt (1971), amongst
others. Furthermore, our results indicate that infants do not seem able to
discriminate two eee's when they only differ in the order of the first and
third consonants. Given that in our stimuli we used the same phonemes / p I
and It I throughout, it seems possible to advance that only sequences that
contain an alternation of consonants and vowels (or of consonant clusters
and vowels) have the structure required to be proper representations for
speech. Only such representations will be preserved through time with suffi-
cient fidelity as to permit a discriminative response to newborns.

If our hypothesis is correct, it is of some interest to understand how in-
fants extract syllable information from the speech signal. For this purpose,
we included the veeev group. As may be recalled, the results of that
group are fairly difficult to interpret. In fact, as indicated, the DR scores
and the number of 5s reacting to the'change are not as well correlated for
this group as they were for the other two. AJthough the number of 5s who
increasetheir suckingrate by more than 15Ofoto the changeis comparableto
the number in the control group, the group's DR is much higher indeed. In
fact, the DR is very similar to that of the eve group. This is due to the fact
that among the 5 5s who significantly increased their sucking rate after the
stimulus change there are 5s whose reaction at that point was unduly impor-
tant. We can, of course, speculate as to why veecv infants.had difficulty
with the discrimination when those who succeeded seemed to have a greiiter
behavioral manifestation at the change, but the phenomenon is not, expli-
cable at this time. However, it may be relatively easy to understand why our
Ss encountered some difficulty in m3:king the vecev discrimination wh~le
5s in Jusczyck and Thompson's (1978) experiment were so proficient at
discriminating the bi-syllabic (eVeV) stimuli. First, their 5s were consider-
ably older than ours. Second, there are several reasons to uphold the view
that a evev structure may be simpler than a veecv. A number of linguists
have tried to claim that ev is a basic underlying structure of many languages
and that it may turn out to be a phonological universal. Aside from such
formal considerations, our infants had to discriminate either a ve from
another ve in the context of a changing eev or, worse, discriminate a
vee from a different vee in the context of a changing ev. The infants in
Jusczyk and Thompson's experiment (1978) had to discriminate a ev from
another ev in the context of an invariant nature.

The results of our experiments should be considered against the back-
ground of psycholinguistic research of the units of speech processing. As
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may be recalled, 5s who were asked to respond to a part of a word, usually
presented within a list of words, performed more efficiently when the target
corresponded to' the first syllable of the word rather than to its first
phoneme. In fact, Savin and Dever (1970) argucd, on the basis of their
resuhs, that phonemes are abstract devices without either perceptual or
articulatory reality. In a subsequent experiment, McNeill and Lindig (1973)
systematically altered the linguistic levels of targct and search lists: From
their results, these investigators argue that it is the mismatch between the
linguistic level of the target and that of the search list that best predicts the
chronometric data obtained. These results, when considered together with
those reported by Healey and Cutting (1976), may initially appear as a vin-
dication of the primacy of the phoneme as a perceptual unit. Indeed, in
McNeill and Lindig the response to a phoneme target presented in a list of
phonemes yields the fastest RT of any in their experiment. However, their
group that was phoneme monitoring in a phoneme search list was essentially
a group that was searching for syllables in a list made up of syllabic items.
Indeed, consider the way in which McNeill and Lindig constituted their
material. They state that ". . . . the acoustic phoneme targets were the
following plus la/:/b/, Idl, Ig/; Ipl . . . .ft (pp. 421.)

Given that throughout the experiment the only vowel ever used in the
phoneme list was lal, 5s could easily convert phoneme targets into the cor-
responding CV. Subjects in the experiment reported by Healey and Cutting
also encountered the same phoneme selection problem in that investigation.
However, rather than using CV as phonemes, Healey and Cutting used V
which in isolation have not only the status of vowel but also those of
syllable or even word. These facts allow us to consider both investigations
as support for the special status of the syllable as a primary device for the
accessing of speech.

Using slightly different methods, some recent investigations also go in
the direction in which we have been arguing. For instance, Liberman,
Shankweiler, Fischer and Carter (1974) showed that small children could
not playa tapping game following a phoneme segmentation rule but could
master it easily when the segmentation rule was based on syllables. But the
interpretation of their results remains quite elusive. Was the difficulty
related to a language-specific problem, or was it that through some develop-
mental problem or other .they could master one task but not the other
because of some difference in the information processing load? Morais et
al. (1979) have largely contributed to solving this issue. These authors
gathered data on some simple segmentation problems given to illiterate,
Portugucse, adult subjects. The data gathered show that illiterates cannot
de\ctc an initial phoncme from a word nor can they add one to a word. In
contrast, they can either add or delete an initial syllable to the word. Further-
more, adults of verysimilarb;l\:kgroundto that of.'he PortugueseSs, but
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who possessed the rudiments of reading and writing in an alphabetic
system, had no trouble in performing either the syllable or phoneme tasks.
Though more researchwillbe required, one interpretation that could bc ad-
vanced is that the syllable is the natural speech processing unit, while the
phoneme is a classificatory unit available to speakers who have mastered the
alphabetic system of reading and writing. However, there is a question that
comes immediately to mind. If the awareness of phonemes requires the
masteringof an alphabeticsystem, how weresuch systemsdevelopedin the
first place? The answer surely has something to do with the production and
articulation of language. If we look at someone producing language, we can
observe lip positions and even movements of the tongue. This may lead us
to scrutinize our own movements, and eventually bring us to classificatory
activities that give rise to phonemes or even features. However, the syllable
may yet.be unique as a speech processing segment.

In this experiment, it was shown that infants will discriminate a
physical change better within a syllable than in any other environment.
Many more results will be needed before this conclusion can be confidently
generalized to all cases. We take our results to mean that infants can process
units like the syllable at a very early age. We,cannot make any definitive
conclusion as to the comparative status of the syllable and the phoneme
from the research with infants. However, future research will have to
discover whether the syllable is a holistic syncretic unit which can be ana-
lyzed into phonemes or even features much later in life.
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